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POWER UP
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Abstract—This white paper summarizes our strategy discussion for FIRST POWER UP, including the considerations for what robots
we expect to see at competition,

F

1 INTRODUCTION

This document has four sections: we will describe ’Snow
Problem’s strategic priorities, discuss game tasks, discuss
points for the game, and discuss potential strategies.

2 ’SNOW PROBLEM’S PRIORITIES

The zeroth step to any strategy discussion is understanding
what your team’s goals are. For ’Snow Problem, we are
fortunate enough to have a very well defined set of goals
for our team. It is worth noting that we are significantly
more constrained by goals external to being competitive at
a regional or the Championship, which is different from
almost all teams.

1) Release top quality documentation on our process
in order to provide mass mentorship to the FRC
community

2) Build a robot that would be reasonably competitive
(first round of alliance selection or alliance captain)
at a Minnesota regional

3) Create a robot that is inspiring and cool
4) Build a robot that is capable of safe demonstrations

year-round

These goals are our guiding principles, and any robot we
build needs to follow from our goals. We recommend that
teams have an honest discussion and clear goals for their
robot and team going into the season.

3 GAME TASKS/FUNCTIONS

The first step of our strategy discussion is to identify all of
the possible game tasks that may be a part of our robot.
What follows are the primary tasks we identified:

Fig. 1. Robot Tasks from the whiteboard

We will discuss each of these, other than driving which
is somewhat obvious.

3.1 Manipulating Cubes

A large part of the game is dealing with the Power Cubes,
and there are numerous considerations for dealing with
them. Broadly speaking, they are delivering them to the
EXCHANGE, intaking them from the ground, intaking them
from the human player station (the PORTAL), scoring them
in the SWITCH, and scoring them in the SCALE. Each of
these tasks presents unique design challenges for the robot,
and there are interesting interactions for robots intending to
do some of them at the same time.

3.1.1 Delivery to the EXCHANGE

Delivering POWER CUBES to the EXCHANGE is one of
the easiest and most important things a low resource team
can do in this game, due to both the guaranteed points of
POWER CUBES in the VAULT, the tactical options afforded
by the BOOST and FORCE POWER UPS, and the guaran-
teed 30 points from the LEVITATE POWER UP. A relatively
low resource robot can contribute at a very base and impor-
tant level to this game with a robot that largely focuses on
the VAULT/EXCHANGE and perhaps the SWITCH on the
side. This is also essential because it takes 40 seconds for
all of the FORCE and BOOST power ups from each alliance
to fire, meaning the earlier you get the option to run the
POWER UPS the more likely you are to be able to use them
effectively.

3.1.2 Intaking from the ground

Ground intake is one of the most flexible capabilities for
a robot in this game, and is essential to quickly deliver-
ing POWER CUBES to the EXCHANGE or your alliance’s
SWITCH, as well as recovering dropped cubes from ei-
ther alliance while transporting them around the field or
attempting to score on the SCALE. We identified this as
one of the most beneficial mechanisms for us to prototype
and investigate in depth for this game due to its impact on
being competitive in almost any aspect of the game and the
challenge posed by it to teams who are unexperienced in
addressing this problem.

3.1.3 Intaking from the PORTAL

For some robots, it may make sense to pick up solely or
partially from the PORTAL. It is worth noting that the
way the field is set up makes it extremely easy to feed
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POWER CUBES to a robot that is trying to deny the op-
posing alliance their SWITCH ownership. Since intakes are
notoriously finicky to get to intake consistently, this may be
very appealing to teams. Since we have some experience
with continuous intakes from the past several years, we will
likely be ignoring this option entirely in order to focus on
creating an effective ground intake.

3.1.4 Scoring in the SWITCH
Scoring in the SWITCH is an important strategic objective
for a variety of reasons. Being able to score in the SWITCH
is a prerequisite to getting the AUTO Ranking Point, which
is essential to ranking high. It is also essential both from a
scoring points to own your alliance’s SWITCH, and denying
your opponents their SWITCH points.

3.1.5 Scoring in the SCALE
Scoring in the SCALE is a very interesting task, as we believe
there are a large number of viable options as far as design
to address this, and while it is significantly more difficult
SWITCH it is also very valuable to at least be able to contest
the SCALE, as an opposing robot that can do the SCALE
if you can’t is earning a significant amount of points for
relatively little effort. By the same token, if you can do
SCALE and are in a match where you can score unopposed,
it is a huge strategic advantage.

3.2 Climbing
There are two particularly interesting interactions when it
comes to climbing the SCALE. In particular the dimensional
challenges to attempting to climb 2 (or 3) robots at onces
are extremely challenging. It is also worth noting that it
is possible to essentially cancel the need to get the third
climb via the LEVITATE power up. This means that when
considering this, the most useful way to climb is to that
a second robot can also simultaneously climb. This is a
significantly more challenging problem than having a single
robot climb.

While we believe that climbing very beneficial for teams
pursuing competitive success, though difficult, we will not
be pursuing it as part of our Robot in 3 Days build. This will
allow us to explore the POWER CUBE mechanisms in more
depth. We feel more comfortable making this decision with
the knowledge that there are other quality Robot in 3 Days
teams out there who will surely come up with excellent
solutions to this challenge.

4 POINTS ANALYSIS

There are some key numbers with this game when it comes
to scoring. Our estimated naive maximum score is:

Task per Robot Total Points
Auto-Run 5 15

Switch (Auto) – 32
Scale (Auto) – 32

Switch – 135
Scale – 135

Boost Bonus – 20
Force Bonus – 0

Climbs 30 90
Cubes in Vault – 45

Total – 504

Of note is that it is not really possible to score to score a
full 30 points for the SCALE or SWITCH in autonomous,
reducing those scores by the amount of time it takes to
score in them times 2. Also worth noting is that the FORCE
bonus gives you NO bonus if you have control 100% of the
time. We estimate that a more realistic ”perfect score” is at
maximum 484 points, and is possibly even less.

5 ROBOT STRATEGIES

We identified a number of what we would consider viable
strategies for teams at a variety of levels. This section will
explore those strategies, as well as the robot strategy we
settled on to address our particular goals. We also dismissed
a couple of strategies for a variety of reasons.

5.1 The Vault Dweller

This strategy would be well suited to a lower resource team,
with the idea of having a simple robot that can intake blocks
and spit them out into the exchange, as well as completing
the basic autonomous task of moving forward. This strategy,
if executed well, fills an important niche by scoring its
alliance POWER UPS. If fully executed, it will deliver 9
blocks to the EXCHANGE, as quickly as possible, scoring
45 points, plus 30 from LEVITATE, and giving the team the
tactical options of using the BOOST and FORCE POWER
UPS early in the game. Since it is a relatively simple (and
potentially small) robot on its own, it may be valid to later
add a climber, either as cheesecake or on its own, and make
it easier to have two robots climbing due to its smaller
footprint. We think this is likely a valid strategy for very low
resource teams that may struggle with finding the resources
to build more complex robots.

5.2 The Nintendo Switch

The Nintendo Switch is a step above the Vault Dweller,
extending its capabilities with the ability to score in the
SWITCHES. This robot fills a valuable strategic niche man-
aging the SWITCHES on both sides, ensuring that the al-
liance’s SWITCH is OWNED consistently and that the op-
ponent has difficulties maintaining control of their SWITCH.
This robot can also fall back to contributing to filling the
VAULT if other alliance partners are incapable of doing so.
Again, a climber on a robot like this is potentially a simple
cheesecake or later addition., and keeping a small footprint
will assist with making it easier to climb with two robots. In
our view, a robot along these lines is a very good option for
the majority of teams– you are able to contribute to the bulk
of the game effectively, and the actual robot is well within
the reach of most teams. While it is difficult to quantify
exactly how many points a robot may be able to score with
this strategy, but you’re looking at adding the ability to
control the SWITCH and contribute to the ranking point
for AUTO beyond just driving, which are both significant.
Additionally, negating the points for the opponents switch
is beneficial.
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5.3 The Balancer of Things
This robot is largely focused on effectively scoring of robots
on the SCALE. Its goal is to contribute to owning the
SCALE for its alliance, and at various levels also assist with
managing the SWITCHES or VAULT depending on the level
of competition and the given match. This is the robot we see
as the highest ”tier” of robot– capable of scoring well at
every level, and climbing on top of that.

5.4 The ’Snow Problem
We will be pursuing essentially the Balancer of Things, but
without a climb in order to focus more on the POWER CUBE
part of the game. To this end, our priorities are:

1) Drive
2) Pick up off ground/ score in exchange
3) Score in SCALE
4) Score in SWITCH
5) Climbing

5.5 Climb Specialist
We were not fans of creating a robot designed to have
other robots lift off of it– this seems possible, but also a
significant resource and design constraint relative to the
available points from completing this action.

6 CONTACTING THE AUTHORS

Team ’Snow Problem may be reached in order to ask ques-
tions on our Chief Delphi thread, on Twitter (@SnowProb-
lemz), or via our Twitch stream during the three day build.
After the build, we will still be answering questions on the
thread and via email (at gofirst@umn.edu). We are doing
this for you, the FRC community, and are happy to answer
questions and discuss our designs with you.

https://www.chiefdelphi.com/forums/showthread.php?t=160899
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